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Richard Deacon presents his eleventh exhibition with Lisson Gallery, showing works incorporating steel, ceramics, clay, bent wood and ink on paper that evoke different senses – from memory and touch, to sight and movement. This new collection of sculptures, reliefs and drawings also inhabit different planes – from verticality to horizontality – all while shifting between two and three dimensions and passing from porosity to solidity, suggesting their fluid possibilities as either sites for bodily experience or spaces for contemplation and, as the title suggests, for deep dives into each object. Among his major recent sculptures are the undulating, twisted forms of I Remember #5 (2018), Swell and Under the Weather #5 (both 2019).
The complex arrangements of stainless steel housings and spiraling wooden beams in 1.Remember #5 are presented horizontally, suggesting the viewer walk along its length while following the trajectory of its delicately sinuous wooden lines. With every steamed wooden dowel ending at a different point in a tessellating grid of metal plates, there is an invitation to recall where each begins its journey and follow them to their conclusion. The upright form in pale bentwood, Under the Weather #5 (2019), represents the apotheosis of Deacon’s two-decade-long mastery of the various techniques involved in wood steaming, manipulation and construction, with only the most unobtrusive nodes of joinery completing the object’s soaring, shelter-like structure and revealing the techniques of its manufacture.
A series of ceramic pieces, another medium Deacon has long been associated with, likewise alternate between the vertical – for a number of glazed wall-based works, collectively titled Flat (2018-19), that resemble lustrous abstract paintings embedded directly into the wall – and the horizontal, for dark clay plinths which sit somewhere between monumental earthenware, non-functional furniture and sculptural support. Indeed, Deacon has previously experimented with ceramics on an architectural scale for his frieze of 39 polychromatic sculptures on the façade of One Eagle Place in Piccadilly with Eric Parry Architects (2013) and has recently completed another major architectural collaboration with Serbian artist Mrdjan Bajlic, to construct From There to Here (2006-19), a 200m pedestrian bridge over Belgrade’s Sava River connecting the Kalemegdan fortress with a towering sculptural form.

While the artist describes his own process as protean and not fixed: “sometimes it’s a consequence of accident and sometimes it’s a consequence of intention or past history and sometimes it’s a combination of all those things”, Deacon’s ability to translate between one type of material and one set of propositions to multiple others, has resulted in his own unique sculptural language – one that speaks simultaneously in different registers and communicates between industry and craft or between geometry and nature. “Changing materials from one work to the next is a way of beginning again each time – and thus of finishing what had gone before”. Deacon’s linguistic twists and turns extend to his titles, as seen in the large floor-based work called Swell (2019), which consists of ideographic waves of steel, traversing the space like an ocean-bound liner. The exhibition title is indeed also a play on words, between the political inference of a “Deep State” – the hidden and interacting internal agencies that operate within governments – and his hard-won approach to revealing the inherent workings of each sculptural or imagistic form.

His verbal approach to aesthetics is further explored in a new book being published to coincide with the exhibition, entitled “I wanted to talk about the future but I ended up thinking about the past”. First delivered as a lecture, this volume provides a historical sweep of the art of sculpture from Paleolithic handaxes to 3D printers, all while revealing some of Deacon’s own ideas on authorship, authenticity and appropriation. Richard Deacon’s voluptuous abstract forms have placed him at the forefront of British sculpture since the 1980s and, hugely influential, his works are visible in major public commissions around the world. His voracious appetite for material has seen him move between laminated wood, stainless steel, corrugated iron, polycarbonate, marble, clay, vinyl, foam and leather. As he explains: “Changing materials from one work to the next is a way of beginning again each time (and thus of finishing what had gone before)”. Deacon describes himself as a “fabricator”, emphasising the construction behind the finished object – although many of the works are indeed cast, modelled or carved by hand – and accordingly the logic of the fabrication is often exposed: sinuous curved forms might be bound by glue oozing between layers of wood or have screw and rivets protruding from sheets of steel, wearing their hearts on their sleeves. Such transparency highlights the reactive nature of the process: it is part of a two-way conversation between artist and material that transforms the workaday into something metaphorical. The idea of “fabrication” also denotes making something up, of fiction rather than truth, and this knack for wordplay surfaces in Deacon’s titles, which might establish juxtapositions or wreak new meaning from familiar sayings or clichés – see Let’s not be Stupid (1991), No Stone U turned (1999), Water Under the Bridge (2008) or Shiver My Timbers (2016).

more, www.lissongallery.com
The new show of my favorite contemporary sculptor, the Brit Richard Deacon, is his eighth at the Marian Goodman gallery. He has enjoyed substantial worldwide success since winning the Turner Prize, in 1987. But his fame (by measures that are not limited to blank looks from generally knowledgeable friends when I mention him) resides somewhere south of modest. I understand this. Deacon is a creator—or fabricator, to use his favored term for himself—of disconcerting objects of variable size (from small to monumental) and unpredictable design (airily looping, glumly massy) made of materials that have included, by turn or in combination, wood, steel, iron, ceramic, plastic, linoleum, and leather. Many of his pieces are held together by excessive amounts of glue or multitudinous screws, as if to withstand an earthquake or a nuclear war—a funny effect, faintly evoking the embarrassment experienced upon finding oneself overdressed at a party.
Deacon’s show adds inkjet-printed digital photography to his list of mediums—big, sumptuous color pictures that he took of landscapes, still-lifes, insects, animals, and whatnot on world travels and around his home, in London. (The show is titled “House & Garden.”) One shot that suggests a starry sky has actually captured flash reflections in the eyes of tiny, swarming fish. In another, tourists crowd along the top rail of an immense cruise ship. Each photograph is mounted and framed on a panel that leans back against another, forming what looks like a peaked roof, and they sit on a finely carpentered wooden table that is about the size of kindergarten furniture. The paired pictures share subtleties of form: homologies. The fish eyes are mated with a closeup of gleaming chain-link fence, the cruise ship with a row of construction barriers. Eggs in a bird’s nest accompany a toad held in a hand. A cactus flower rhymes with a moth.

Interspersed with those works are small, black-topped tables that bear flat, glazed, multicolored ceramic slabs cut in sinuously contoured shapes and often inset with irregular polygons of similar or contrasting patterns. Other pieces include “Under the Weather #2” (2016), a wooden tower of bent and twisting forms that stands more than eleven feet tall; “Wave” (2018), a massive work of smoothly painted steel, about the size of a grand piano, with an undulating footprint and a scalloped top; and “Mire” (2017), a low-lying network of devilishly intricate wooden structures covered by stainless-steel plates that are attached with a great many screws. Centered on a wall facing these sculptures is a photograph of a violently red slice of watermelon.

*Installation view of “Home and Away” and “Flat,” by Deacon, from 2018.*

Courtesy the artist and the Marian Goodman gallery
Whew? Whew. When arriving at the show, I had a moment of dismay, which I should be used to in my first encounters with Deacon’s works. A sinking feeling tells me that I am going to have to do some hard thinking about something stubbornly unfamiliar before I can decide to like it—as, in the end, I always do, albeit gingerly. Though reliably handsome and spectacularly well crafted, the works aren’t especially expressive or, God knows, conceivably functional. But each seems possessed of a mind of its own and doggedly intent on solving some problem that it has posed to itself: “What am I?,” for starters, and “What am I doing?,” for indefinite speculation, with “Why?” incipient but endlessly postponed. You pretty well must smile so as not to take as tragic the recognition that those questions are chronically your very own, concerning yourself. ♦

This article appears in the print edition of the January 28, 2019, issue, with the headline “Enigma Variations.”

Peter Schjeldahl has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 1998 and is the magazine’s art critic. He is the author of “Let’s See: Writings on Art from The New Yorker.” Read more »
Behind the scenes at the Royal Academy

Richard Deacon RA brings the Academy's sculptures out to play

When The Sackler Wing of Galleries opened in 1991, as part of Norman Foster RA's transformation of Burlington House, sculptor Richard Deacon RA remarked at the result. 'I found it fabulous - riding up in the glass lift into the light,' he says, 'and I was struck by how physically interesting the space was.' With typical audacity, Foster created an entirely new reception area outside the new galleries, filling the space with light. But Foster also realised that the paucity of the 19th-century Main Galleries, which juts into that space, could be used as a long stone shelf for displays of sculpture from the Academy's art collection.

The sculptures previously displayed – a collection of statues by John Gibson RA, the famous Michelangelo Tondo, a Hellenistic Greek sculpture and casts after the Antique – had 'a wonderful clarity'. Now, with the Tondo on loan to the National Gallery, ahead of its return to a new location at the RA in 2018, Deacon has selected a new range of sculptures.

The result is fascinating, and the surprise begins when you go up in the lift. Looking out of its window, visitors now see a mischievous little cat by Robert Clatworthy RA perched on a precipitous ledge. The bronze animal, says Deacon, 'seems to be reacting' to Joe Tilson RA's four ladders, installed on the opposite side. It soon becomes clear: as Deacon guides me through this highly enjoyable display, that he has opted for contrasting works.

'It was fun choosing them,' he says, pointing at Lynn Chadwick RA's Teddy Boy and Girl (2002, after 1956 version). 'The teddy boy's hands are thrust up because he's dancing, or maybe he's just pleased to see the girl.' In terms of style, Chadwick could hardly be further removed from John Gibson RA. His virtuosic plaster relief Phaeton Driving the Chariot of the Sun (1846-48) has a similar subject, 'a boy racer, who is joyriding in a chariot he stole from his Dad,' yet is depicted with androgynous face and feminine hair-style. Next to this Maurice Lambert RA's lyrical Carving in Parnos Marble (c.1937) shows 'a mer goddess - so she's half water, and her hair flows into the fish, it's an extraordinary piece of carving.'

One of the largest exhibits is Lord Leighton PRA's The Suggard (1883), who flexes his muscles in a very self-satisfied way. 'He may be lazy,' says Deacon, 'but he's pretty work-out and Leighton liked to pose a lot.' There are many naked men in this show, so versions of masculinity are a big part of the history of sculpture. Wildlife - including doves, goats and dolphins - can also be found, and Billy Woodrow RA's glowing Fingerswear (2000) celebrates bees and honey with great affection.

There is John Flaxman RA's Covent Garden Theatre frieze and Alfred Gilbert RA's sketch for the famous Eros in Piccadilly. Antony Gormley RA's cascading steel abstraction and Rebecca Warren RA's tall and bulbous hand-painted bronze. I wanted a mix of figurative and abstract, Deacon explains, and as great a range of materials as I could find. I wanted it to celebrate sculpture. Painting dominates the RA's history, so I wanted to put sculptures right up here, at the very top of the Academy's building.'

Richard Cork is author of Face to Face: Interviews with Artists

Richard Deacon RA Selects: The Dame Allan Sackler Sculpture Gallery, free access year-round. Visitors can hear Deacon discuss each artwork using Smartify, a free app available to download for Apple and Android.
Richard Deacon  Some Time
Middelheim Museum, Antwerp  27 May – 24 September

When Sir John Weyman returned from Tate Britain’s Richard Deacon exhibition in 2014, he felt frustrated. Recently appointed director at Antwerp’s Middelheim Museum, she knew her new home had an important Deacon sculpture in storage. But it was in horrifically bad shape. The wood was cracked and rotted, the whole object wrapped in plastic like a corpse washed up on the shore. She determined then and there (as she told me when I visited) to contact the artist and set about repairing Never Mind, the great polished beech lounge that had been acquired by the museum in the year it was made, 1993. Three years later, a reimagined Never Mind is the pendulum—and the largest work by some stretch—in a solo show by the venerable British artist that focuses fittingly on sculptural representations of process, transformation and temporal extension. Some Time spreads 33 of Deacon’s works throughout almost the entire expanse of the museum’s 30-hectare park. A path that crosses the property leads past Henry Moore’s King and Queen (1968–75), newly crowned with birdshells, and Erwin Wurm’s Mixonville (2010), a weirdly plastic yacht, dangling precariously over the grand country house’s most in an image of pathetic masculinity, before reaching the first of several works in the show from Deacon’s Infinity series (2005–06). Such series are an important part of the sculptor’s work, and they seem to represent less the safe bet of repeating a hit, more something like the way American minimalist composer Tom Johnson writes musical notes—sketching out every possible combination through a mathematical process of combinations. These crum crackle-like forms in stainless steel, blown up to the size of family dining tables, nestle as a quasi-pair of scissors, extending through sequences of interlocking elements in a machine without end or purpose.

Means of production are drawn into the aesthetics of Deacon’s sculptures, with works like Baby of Thought x2 (1986), a knot of twisted ventilation shafts, and Stairwell Assembly (2008), an Escher-like form in mottled green ceramic and steel, leaving their rivets and seams proudly on display as testament to their processes of construction. But temporal passage comes into other works in more metaphorical ways. I Remember (2012) and I Remember (2015) consist of long wooden scrims that seem to bend and twist impossibly, against the inclinations of the material, but for Deacon, as the title suggests, the way the configuration of beams alters from one end to the other represents the passage of memory, rearranging the same elements with time (to me, they are evocative of flight paths or, more prosaically, a furrow of undercooked linguini). At the end of the path, the freshly minted Never Mind looks justly proud, gleaming in the sunlight. No longer wood-bearded like the hull of a ship, its new aluminium form gives it the air of a tree—a remediative gesture that would have been almost unthinkable in 1993 but seems perfectly germane to the mid-2020s. But what’s newest about Some Time as a show is the way it brings into its purview, through a film on display in one of the garden pavilions, a detailed book and other accompanying texts, what had previously been the dirty secret of sculpture parks the world over: the very fact that works do decay and need repairing, the reality of time passing—even for the supposedly ‘permanent’ world of sculpture. Robert Barry
In 1993, Antwerp was named European Capital of Culture. In response, the Middelheim Museum, a sculpture park on the outskirts of the city, embarked on a new creative direction by purchasing ten contemporary artworks for a permanent exhibition it called simply New Sculptures. Among them was a newly commissioned piece by British artist Richard Deacon called Never Mind, a large blimp-shaped object made from birchwood.

'The construction of Never Mind came at a period when I stopped making things in one way and was trying to find different ways of working with wood,' explains Deacon at a gathering at Middelheim Museum a few days before the opening of his new solo exhibition. 'One of the ways I thought was to use it in the same way you might build a barrel or boat, by planking, and I guess I thought that Never Mind could work outside in the same way as wooden boats worked in the sea. I was mistaken in that thought.'

Shortly after it was installed, it transpired that Never Mind could not withstand outdoor conditions. Sunlight caused the wooden planks to expand and crack, which in turn led water to seep in, creating an oven-like environment – complete with steam – as Deacon recalls. It meant that just over a year later, following a couple of restoration attempts, Never Mind was reluctantly put into storage at Middelheim. Twenty-four years on, it was time for another go.
"This new exhibition is the first time I've made a big show of outdoor work anywhere," says Deacon. "The motivation for it is catapulted by the determination to reintroduce Never Mind back into the Middelheim collection. The invitation from Sara [Weyns, Director of Middelheim Museum] was along the lines of: “If we’re going to do this reconstruction, which requires resources, energy, expertise and enthusiasm, then we should also do a bigger show to give it some context.”" 

Never Mind has now been reproduced in hardy stainless steel. It’s a smooth, alien-like creation that appears heavy and solid, yet at the same time light and balloon-like. It encompasses a distinct weightless quality that exists in many of Deacon’s works.

Joining Never Mind are 30 other artworks chosen by Deacon and the Middelheim curators. These are carefully positioned around the museum’s extensive grounds and pavilions. The artist and the museum’s 25-year working relationship is clearly a close one and the process of ‘refabricating’ the artwork was a labour of love on both sides.
The underlying theme of the exhibition, which is called Some Time, is that of refabrication and variation, ideas which have been common throughout Deacon’s 40-year career. The title alludes to how sculpture encapsulates time “because it takes times to make and it also lasts for a period of time”. Deacon also explains that ‘resolving the problems of Never Mind did take time’, ‘so that’s the simplest connection.’ he adds.

The artworks chosen for Some Time reflect various stages and phases in Deacon’s career, from one of his earliest pieces, When The Land Masses First Appeared (1986), to a collection of surprisingly colourful ceramics and his most recent piece, the stainless steel and drip-paint Big Time (2016). Other highlights include the whittled wood and steel duo I Remember (2012/2013), which take on a new ethereal quality in their location in the Middelheim’s semi-open pavilion. Then there’s the jaggedy Infinity series (2001–06) dotted near Never Mind, which playfully capture and reflect the light. These particular pieces were originally intended to be floor sculptures, explains Deacon, with the curved nodes slotting and moving together like a jigsaw. In the end, they were welded together as fixed sculptures and took on a completely new character.

‘Failures can project you along different exploratory paths, which success doesn’t necessarily do,’ he muses. ‘Mistakes are made, but I do think you learn from them.’

And so it is with Never Mind, a work which for a long period of time could have been written off as a failure, but now makes a triumphant return. ‘Some time’ may be an understatement of how long it took to get to this point, but the end-result signals a new achievement in a truly remarkable career.
The work of British sculptor Richard Deacon on view at the Langen Foundation


NEUSS.- The Langen Foundation is presenting the work of British sculptor Richard Deacon, one of the leading representatives of contemporary sculpture. The oeuvre of this Turner Prize recipient (1987), which spans more than four decades, is distinguished by dynamic abstract forms and an astounding variety of materials. The exhibition On The Other Side, developed in cooperation with the Kunstmuseum Winterthur, offers a comprehensive overview of Deacon’s artwork from the last decade. With around 45 sculptures made of wood, metal, and ceramics, the exhibition highlights Deacon’s multifaceted language of form and the experimental treatment of materials so characteristic of the artist’s work.

Since the 1980s, Richard Deacon has been utilising a wide variety of materials in making his sculptures, such as wood, stainless steel, clay, paper, and diverse kinds of plastic. Still today he always takes the respective qualities of a given material into account when arriving at his forms by exploring the possibilities — and limitations — presented by the material. For example, in the sculpture Orinoco (2007) he used steam to help bend wood in such a way that the rigid material appears flexible and flowing, or in his series of works called Assemblies (2008) he has built complex constructions out of ceramics. Deacon’s Infinites (2008) – reliefs of polished stainless steel – are composed of organically shaped elements, while his most recent ceramic sculptures, the Flats (2014), place emphasis on painterly glazing.
Deacon’s sculptures arise through the work process itself, leading to results that correlate with his exhibition title On The Other Side, thus eluding the predictable and the conventional. As such, the artist – who likes to call himself the “fabricator” – employs both artisan and industrial techniques, while also consulting with specialists for wood, metal, and ceramics. “I like working with other people,” says Deacon about his working method, which is distinguished by close, long-term cooperative relationships and an interest in dialogue and collaborative work. Considering the strong meaning that questions of collaboration currently hold in art discourse, Richards Deacon’s work makes a significant contribution in this respect as well.


A German/English catalogue published by Richter Verlag will accompany the exhibition, featuring texts by Dieter Schwarz and Jon Wood and an interview with Richard Deacon by Christiane Maria Schneider, 136 pages, 101 illustrations, 39 euros.
The swirling, organic sculptures are the ones that perhaps highlight the artistic oeuvre of Richard Deacon, a legendary artists who has dominated the British art scene for almost four decades. It would also seem that, for him, there are no limits in materials: he has worked with everything from wood, to stainless steel, corrugated iron, polycarbonate, marble, clay, vinyl, foam and leather. Always with a story to tell, Richard Deacon's pieces are highly engaging, sophisticated and poetic, inviting the viewer to delve into their making. A selection of his recent ceramic and wooden works will now come together for his first ever exhibition at Lisson Gallery in Milan, where it will all be about Flat Earth and standing trees.
Flat Earth

On view in the Flat Earth show, there will be curious, and flat, ceramic sculptures, positioned horizontally on the ground. They represent the artist's new approach towards this medium, that has become a part of his practice in the mid-1990s. It appears that they came to be quite casually, as the works were initially gonna serve as a support for a sculpture on top. But the artist saw them as individual pieces, ready to become artworks of their own, and their flatness was simply too inviting. And so, Richard Deacon covered it with powder and paint, creating intriguing formations that evoke shifting topographies, constellations and biological formations; as if an abstract painting was made on a ceramic support and was meant to look upon from high above, recalling aerial views of the earth, like a map made of mineral-rich colors.
Standing Trees

In contrast, or perhaps complementing the ceramics, are Richard Deacon’s new wooden works. For their creation, the artist conducts an intricate process where the wood, in form of a bundle of twenty-five wooden sticks, is first steamed and twisted; then, the elements of the bundle are removed by selection and the remainder fixed together. As per tradition when it comes to Richard Deacon’s art, the artworks represent a soothing combo of both simplicity and complexity, engaging our attention and provoking our thoughts. These sculptures are described as "totemic", modestly scaled to resemble standing trees.

Richard Deacon at Lisson Gallery Milan

Richard Deacon describes himself as the “fabricator” of his art; the construction part of his artworks is of great importance to him. Very often the traces of creations are visible in his pieces, such as glue or screws, as if to give testament to how they came to life. They represent a form in space and time, derived from the artist's intimate conversation with his materials, which also often reflects in the titles of his sculptures. Flat Earth, an exhibition of works by Richard Deacon, will be on view at Lisson Gallery in Milan, Italy, from March 17th to April 29th, 2016.

All images courtesy Lisson Gallery Milan.
RICHARD DEACON :
Sculpture, Politique
et Couleur

On ne présente plus Richard Deacon, sculpteur britannique lauréat du Turner Prize en 1997 et à qui la Tate Britain a consacré une rétrospective en 2014. Actuellement, ce géant de la sculpture expose aux côtés de Sui Jianguo et Hema Visi à la Fondation Maeght à Saint-Paul-de-Vence (« Trois hommes dans un bateau » jusqu’au 13 mars 2016).

Photo : Richard Michael.

Courtesy Fabrice Meurgue.
© Richard Deacon.
INTERVIEW • RICHARD DEACON

Vous dites fréquemment que vous êtes un « fabricateur ». Oui, c’est la manière à laquelle je considère mon travail d’artiste. Je ne suis pas démagogue ni idéologue, mais je pense que nous perdrons quelque chose si nous, artistes, arrêtons de créer des objets, de les fabriquer.


J’ai rencontré Sui Jianguo en 1999. Il faisait partie d’un comité de trois individus qui recherchaient des commissions pour la Chine. Il a découvert mon travail à la Tate. Grâce à lui, j’ai eu la chance d’exposer en Chine. Dès 2000, nous nous sommes retrouvés professeurs aux Beaux Arts de Paris (Sui Jianguo a été professeur six mois à l’ENSBA, NDLR). À différentes occasions, nous avons échangé ensemble, sur les enjeux pédagogiques de l’enseignement artistique, sur la transition entre l’académisme et les pratiques sculpturales contemporaines, sur le lien entre ces pratiques contemporaines et leur enracinement historique, etc.

La sculpture a une place singulière aujourd’hui. Par exemple, mes étudiants tendent plutôt à se considérer comme des artistes que comme des sculpteurs (Richard Deacon est professeur à l’École Supérieure des Beaux Arts de Paris (ENSBA), NDLR), et je pense que cette conception est partagée par de nombreux artistes dans le monde de l’art.

Quelle est la différence entre un artiste et un sculpteur ? Les peintres se considèrent comme des peintres, ils n’ont pas de problème avec cela. Cette certitude quant au médium est moins prégnante chez les sculpteurs. Si l’on se définit comme artiste, sans donner de modalité à sa pratique, c’est différent que de se construire en tant qu’object-maker. Et je me considère comme un constructeur d’objet.

Assurément, nous avons évoqué l'idée de créer une exposition tous les trois. Nos rapports sont plus profonds qu'une simple amitié. Ils s'enracinent dans des pratiques artistiques et intellectuelles communes et se nourrissent d'un grand respect mutuel.

Le titre de l'exposition « Trois hommes dans un bateau » possède une dimension politique, que vous revendiquez – notamment enracinée dans la crise des réfugiés. Vous avez accepté en 1992 une commande du Lam (Between fiction and fact) du fait d'une déclaration de Margaret Tatcher. Votre travail possède-t-il une teneur politique ?

Oui. Même si je n'ai pas de message particulier à transmettre, mon travail est l'œuvre d'un artiste intégré au monde.

Au Lam, j'ai accepté la commande de l'État français, car j'étais vraiment en colère suite à une déclaration de Margaret Tatcher, qui stipulait que la « glorieuse » révolution anglaise avait été antérieure et plus radicale que la Révolution française. Je trouvais cela ridicule et insultant. J'en ai fait une affaire personnelle ! La commande de Between fiction and fact au Lam était organisée dans le cadre de célébrations pour le bicentenaire de la Révolution française.

De la même manière, à la Tate Liverpool, mon exposition « New World Order » (1999) était une réponse à une déclaration de Bill Clinton.

Politiquement, il est étonnant de voir la manière à laquelle les choses évoluent. Sans avoir de message à passer, les artistes demeurent des êtres politiques. « Trois hommes dans un bateau » s'inscrit donc dans le contexte de la crise des réfugiés, de la refonte des frontières – un concept largement partagé avec la sculpture et particulièrement dans mon travail. Nos problématiques ne sont pas uniquement formelles ; elles s'inscrivent dans le monde et son évolution.

Pouvez-vous revenir sur la question de frontière ?

Ces derniers temps, j'ai beaucoup réfléchi à la manière dont l'art abolit les frontières, notamment dans ses derniers développements – avec l'« immersivité » de l'art, sa dématérialisation, etc. De plus en plus, l'art s'affranchit des questions de frontières.

Je pense que le fait de créer des œuvres indépendantes de l'individu devient une pratique minoritaire. Nous perdons peut-être la capacité à apprécier les choses de l'extérieur, à extraire du sens de ce qui est indépendant de nous, extérieur à nous.
INTERVIEW • RICHARD DEACON

Sans cette capacité, nouslimitons pourtant sévèrement notre capacité à comprendre la condition humaine, et celle des autres. Nous projetons nos propres incompréhensions sur ce que nous percevons. Je travaille actuellement dans ce sens : je cherche à formaliser cette réflexion.

Dans un monde où tout doit être intelligible rapidement, quel est le rôle de l’art ?
L’ambiguïté à une place très importante dans l’art. Cultiver l’ambiguïté, ce n’est pas s’échapper de ses responsabilités, ou refuser de donner du sens à son travail. Au contraire, l’ambiguïté favorise la construction du sens, beaucoup plus que la certitude ou la clarté. Un message clair n’a que peu d’intérêt selon moi.

Votre travail est sérifié et repose sur des thèmes transversaux : la théorie du chaos, ou l’idée d’émergence par exemple. Vous intéressez-vous actuellement à une nouvelle problématique ?
Ce sont les petites choses, beaucoup plus que les grandes, qui vous font changer. Personnellement, ces trois dernières années, j’ai vraiment pris conscience du potentiel qu’avait la couleur en tant que matière. Dans le passé, je ne considérais la couleur que comme une caractéristique de la matière, une propriété. Aujourd’hui, et c’est peut-être parce que je me suis intéressée à la céramique, je considère presque la couleur comme un matériau en trois dimensions, comme une substance, un phénomène. ∙
I was starting out as an artist in the 70s when the art market barely existed for contemporary art. There was virtually no commercial activity. The idea of a career didn’t really come into it. I’m not particularly practical, I’m slightly clumsy and inept, but tools and materials and the relationship of action to things I was always interested in. At primary school in Plymouth, I built a replica bronze-age hut out of pebbles and mud. My father was trained as an aircraft fitter and was very precise in his engineering skills. I don’t have that kind of mind. I can’t make things work but always liked the way materials led to things being built. I also liked sewing and knitting. My mother taught me to knit - I knitted a scarf for my teddy bear. Later, I sewed my own clothes. At the same time, there was always some disgust involved in the relationship to materials: I didn’t like the feeling of rust or the smell of grease.
There was a connection between what was happening there and the kind of messing about I liked.

My parents were very good at not imposing expectations. I wasn’t sure I’d be an artist but knew it was an essential activity in my life. My parents thought I would become a biologist because I was interested in natural history.

I grew up in various places: Wales, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Plymouth, Sri Lanka. And we had a house in Dorset. It was pretty grim in England in the early 50s and so when we went to Sri Lanka, it seemed a tropical paradise. When I went to secondary school in Plymouth, the art master ran an after-school class where there was plaster, scrim, pieces of wood you could carve and there was a lightbulb moment when I realised there was a connection between what was happening there and the kinds of messing about I liked. The first thing I made was a carving of a pig’s head. I saw a piece of wood that looked like a pig’s head and amplified that, which was what I thought you did.

After 1998, installed at Tate Britain in 2014 as part of Richard Deacon’s retrospective there. Photograph: Carl Court/AFP/Getty Images

After I left the Royal College in 1978, I spent a whole year looking for a studio with showing space. I wanted to do things on my own initiative before I approached any commercial gallery. I needed autonomy and security so my future was not in the hands of someone else. There are all sorts of difficulties for young artists - property prices in London, finding a studio...

What advice would I give my younger self? The big worry is money. If you do things to make money, it’s a mistake. I guess the lesson is: integrity is hard won but easily lost and it is really hard to get back. So don’t do things you feel bad about. That does not imply you need to be snotty or exclusive or elitist or whatever. It doesn’t mean you think you are better than anyone else. That is really not the issue.

When I started out, I was very brash and full of confidence. I have crashed from time to time. So the other lesson is: don’t worry, you’ll get over it. I have been very depressed and had real crises. At the age of 20, I was full of assurance. At the age of 23, I was very, very depressed and doubtful about my own abilities. It was just after my mother had died of motor neurone disease and I had left art school. I had the feeling she had died seeing me as a failure really, someone who wasn’t going anywhere and did not know where to go. I would love to have been able to share some of my success with her although we did have an extraordinarily rich relationship while she was ill.
There was another period in the 90s when things were tricky. I have had 15 very good years but it will happen again. There will be a point where I suddenly don’t know what to do. I don’t know why it happens. If I did, I would take steps to avoid it. People assume artists don’t retire. I think an artist should be able to retire. People assume it a wonderful gift that you would continuously want to explore, and indeed it is, but I also think it shouldn’t be a problem to stop. One should maintain the freedom to say: OK, I am going to stop now, I am going to retire. I don’t know when that time will come but I wouldn’t like to feel that it’d be a failure to stop. Sports people have to know when to stop and it isn’t an issue for them. Yet there are few artists that stop.

- Rachel Jones, 24: ‘Trying to second-guess what other people want is a recipe for disaster’
- Laure Prouvost, 37: ‘I feel I have lived many lives’
- George Shaw, 49: ‘Every second, every ounce of time has to be accounted for’
- Rachel Whiteread, 52: ‘In my 50s, I’m clearer about what I’m trying to do’
- Susan Hiller, 75: ‘Self-doubt is always present for artists’
- Paula Rego, 80: ‘Painting is not a career. It’s an inspiration’
In the Studio with Richard Deacon

05.11.15
Plinth writer and curator Chloe Grimshaw caught up with British sculptor Richard Deacon during a rare moment back in the UK, following his recent trips to India, China and Switzerland to work on new shows and exhibitions.

Walking to his Herne Hill studio reveals a panoramic view of the new skyscrapers that have emerged in the City of London, from the Gherkin to the Cheesegrater. Having lived and worked in South London for over forty years, Deacon shares his views on how London and the art scene has changed during this time.

Models for some of Richard Deacon’s monumental sculptures.
CG What was the art scene like in London when you were starting out in the 1970s?

RD In the Seventies, the gallery scene in London was kind of dead, it was all happening outside galleries. There’s a very good Acme film about the first 10 years of Acme which gives you a feeling of what London was like in the 70s, with buildings patched together with corrugated iron and desolate streets, but it was artists initially that got things going, rather than gallery initiatives.

CG How does it compare to the current gallery scene in London and New York?

RD I’m in the process of preparing a talk for China about it, called ‘London Calling’ because I think the last fifteen years here in London have been just amazing. London in the last fifteen years is not unlike Paris at the turn of the century in the 1900s, or New York in the Fifties. The ambition and the opportunities that have appeared here are really, really incredible and I think it’s fantastic to have been around for it.

Maquettes for Richard Deacon’s work.

London in the last fifteen years is not unlike Paris at the turn of the century in the 1900s or New York in the Fifties. The ambition and the opportunities that have appeared here are really, really incredible and I think it’s fantastic to have been around for it.

Richard Deacon
Can you outline a typical day in the studio?

Because I travel quite a lot, it's hard to have a typical day. I try to get here for 6 o'clock. Then I can have 2 or 3 hours working here at the computer or at the table over there. I wouldn't really start physically making stuff until later in the day. In a way I wish I had an office that was separate from the studio because there is a compulsion to come here and deal with all of the emails and to get that out the way before you can start working. When you're travelling a lot, that backlog of activities tends to build up a lot.

Can you describe your new edition 'Icon'?

Matthew Perry, who works on the wooden sculptures with me, was trying to work out some quite complicated structures and twisting a smaller piece of wood, which began a whole lot of other things. We'd done a couple of tests and then Matthew came back with those shorter and longer samples with a 180 degree twist along a length of wood, left-handed and right-handed.

I thought when he gave them to me that they were such great objects that it would be good to do something with them in themselves. When Jonathan Watkins (Director of Ikon Gallery) and Paul Franklyn (Curator of Plinth) contacted me about the edition, it felt like I had something already. These twisted wooden pieces are stored in my studio, so I've been looking at them very often as I pass by them.
CG  Describe your interest in exploring new materials?

RD  The first idea for ‘Icon’ was as a 3D scan but we quickly realised it wasn’t going to work out. Kit Grover, who produced the edition, suggested making it in cast concrete, on the basis of a sample that he had in his office. He made the test and it introduced another language, for example in the way that concrete is used on the South Bank, that brutalist use of shuttering, which is something I’d always liked, so that became a sort of subtext.

CG  How important is it for you to be seen as a fabricator?

RD  I think you can overdo it and I quite like the way that overdoing it undermines the structure and stops it being too literal, although there’s definitely decisions about where you put your rivets in and they do form a decorative element within the structure.
Within the studio are a huge collection of objects, from ancient rocks to Play Mobil figures – when did you start collecting and how has this influenced your work?

I think this is motivated as much by curiosity as anything else, although there are things on these shelves I’ve had since I was four or five years old! A lot of them are found, some are bought and they’re not necessarily easy to distinguish between. There’s a bit of memory, a bit of autism and a few samples of work.

I’ve always been impressed by architects offices which have material libraries and some things in my collection are bits of inspiration, or sources for ideas about how you might begin to put things together. On the shelves, there’s obviously a division between domestic and wild and also marine and land-based, with minerals on the right and organic stuff on the left and on the far right it’s much more ethnographic, with heavier ones on the bottom.

It’s not systematic; although I did used to collect stamps when I was a boy. The problem with collections is that once you start, you eventually want to finish them off; you want to get them collected. I feel for collectors because they really can’t control their world. I think the reason for collecting is having a bit of the world that you can control.

When your children were born, this seemed to revive your interest in toys and collecting – can you describe this process?

When my children were small, I got rather upset by the poverty of a lot of current toys like Play Mobil horses and elephants and how non-specific they were. I travel quite a lot and used to go to toymshops all over the world and I began accumulating plastic toys to bring back for them. When they grew out of them, I reappropriated the collection and continued adding to it. Those are also my mother’s zoo animals in there somewhere. It was a bit do with wanting to have things that were specific.

When you travel, do you have a specific goal in mind – perhaps caves carved into the rockface in India, or carved Buddhas in Sri Lanka – or do you just find things to collect on the way to a new show opening or exhibition?

This studio table is where I experiment with materials and I’m starting to accumulate quite a lot of stone, which is an indicator of my developing interest. I went to the Himalayas and I came back with a suitcase full of rocks that was incredibly heavy, it was a ridiculous thing.

I do tend to come back with things and also with seeds. Some of the plants over there are grown from seeds that I’ve brought back. This big tall one was a seed that came back with me and then you take on a responsibility for it. There’s a whole big packet of things that I was going to throw away and then I decided that I’d give them a go – I don’t know what this plant is going to be but it’s really quite exciting.

‘Icon’, by Richard Deacon, is available to pre-order now, for purchase from 11th of February 2016.

Richard Deacon will be in conversation with Dr. Gilda Williams at the Plinth Gallery on the 3rd of March. Book tickets here.
I think this is motivated as much by curiosity as anything else, although there are things on these shelves I’ve had since I was four or five years old! A lot of them are found, some are bought and they’re not necessarily easy to distinguish between. There’s a bit of memory, a bit of autism and a few samples of work.

Richard Deacon
Richard Deacon: ‘This Is Where Ideas Come From’

Dr Meredith Hale, Speelman Fellow at Wolfson College, Cambridge talks about their new show.

One does not expect to find tables covered with models from the studio of one of the world’s most celebrated contemporary sculptors in the Combination Room of a Cambridge college. More likely would be academics reading newspapers or chatting over coffee after lunch. Yet Wolfson has never been a traditional Cambridge college. Founded in 1965 as a graduate college, Wolfson embraced its modernity from its earliest days, eschewing customs such as ‘high table’ and separate combination rooms for fellows and students. Instead, it sought to create traditions more in keeping with its egalitarian ethos. The focus from the start has been on fostering intellectual achievement, regardless of gender, race or rank. It is entirely appropriate, then, that Wolfson celebrates the 50th anniversary of its foundation with an exhibition that foregrounds the process of bringing ideas into being. Richard Deacon: ‘This Is Where Ideas Come From’ presents maquettes by the Turner-prize winning sculptor, revealing the complex processes with which he conceptualises and produces abstract sculpture.
The Old Combination Room at Wolfson is home, until 30 September 2015, to a selection of sixteen of Deacon’s models for large-scale sculptures (figs.1&2), ranging from early commissions such as *Let’s Not Be Stupid* (1991) to recent works such as *Footfall* (2013). As discussed in the accompanying catalogue, they range in function from early explorations of form and engineering exercises to presentation models. The materials from which they are made are as varied as those Deacon employs for his finished sculptures—an abbreviated list includes softwood and MDF, ceramic, plywood, steel sheets and tubes, polyurethane foam, bamboo sticks, styrene, card and the bulldog clips that Deacon added during the installation at Wolfson.

The OCR is transformed by the presence of these materials, which have been bent, folded, moulded, welded, fired, and painted. The sculptor’s hand is in evidence throughout. Numbers, letters and notations written on the surfaces of many of the models alongside the bolts, tape and plastic ties that hold various elements in place, reveal their functional role in the process of fabrication. This is the first time that any of these models has ever been exhibited and their arrival at Wolfson from the semi-industrial space of the sculptor’s studio, where I first saw many of them, has been revelatory not only in terms of understanding Deacon’s work but also in witnessing first-hand certain qualities that are key to his artistic process, foremost among them his embracing of collaboration and contingency and his powerful ability to manipulate space.
The exhibition was conceived during a conversation between the sculptor, the curator of the exhibition, Phillip Lindley, and me, the college curator, in summer 2014. I first met Richard in February of that year at the private view of his retrospective at Tate Britain. Phillip, an art-historian specialising in medieval and early modern sculpture, had worked with Richard on their co-curated show *Image and Idol: Medieval Sculpture* in 2001-2, a collaboration intended to forge a new paradigm for exhibition display by combining historical materials with contemporary installation. Phillip is still regularly asked to speak about the show and had been in contact with Richard when writing a retrospective account of its background (for a book co-edited by Wolfgang Brueckle, *Mittelalterliche Kunst in Ausstellungen*, which will appear later this year). We visited Richard’s studio in the early summer of 2014 to discuss Wolfson’s fiftieth anniversary and the possibility that he might loan some of his graphic works to the college for a small show. Richard was very interested in the other exhibition I am organizing for Wolfson, together with Sebastiano Barassi of the Henry Moore Foundation, *Henry Moore and Photography*, which explores Moore’s use of photography in conjunction with maquettes for the production of his large-scale sculptures. After coffee and a discussion of the show for Wolfson, Richard paused and said ‘what about models?’ Phillip and I had seen the models for *Another Mountain* (2007) and *Congregate* (2011) on the floor in front of the shelves displaying Richard’s many miniature collections, photos of which sometimes feature in the back of exhibition catalogues. Around the corner from Richard’s desk and hidden from view, were shelving units filled with models for some of his best-known earlier works such as *Struck Dumb* (1989) and *Nobody Here But Us* (1991). The models had never been exhibited before. This was not an offer to be turned down.

I had first been introduced to Deacon’s work when preparing for a graduate seminar with Simon Schama at Columbia University, where I received my PhD, and have ever since been interested in questions associated with the siting of large-scale sculpture, particularly in relationship to the natural environment. Both this exhibition and *Henry Moore and Photography* have allowed me to return to this subject and Richard Deacon: ‘This Is Where Ideas Come From’ is revelatory in this regard. Given that Deacon’s work is most often associated with urban settings, industrial materials and ‘man-made’ forms, it is remarkable that one of the maquettes displayed at Wolfson shows how carefully he planned to integrate his sculpture into the landscape. The presentation model for IMMA – an unexecuted commission in 1995 for a wooded setting at the Irish Museum of Modern Art – shows every tree and bush on the selected site (fig.3). Deacon spent three days mapping the space, photographing and recording each tree and the work, comprised of three ovoid components joined together by a ring, carefully accommodates them all in the model. IMMA is just one of a number of examples of Deacon’s careful consideration of the spaces in which his large-scale works are positioned and the Old Combination Room, in which this exhibition appears, is no exception.
For me, as the college curator, the primary challenge was the absence of a dedicated gallery space. Given our status as a graduate college, students are in residence throughout the year and the majority of our spaces are, therefore, heavily used, and for a variety of purposes. We first proposed as a venue the (new) Combination Room, a large well-lit first-floor room facing the front of the College in which our first and third exhibitions of the anniversary year, The Royal Academy at Wolfson (31 January-19 December 2015), curated by Anthony Green RA, now hangs and where Henry Moore and Photography (9 October 2015-28 February 2016) will be exhibited. The room, purpose built in the mid-1970s, is entirely appropriate for the display of graphic works and it can also comfortably house some small sculptures in two exhibition cases. An exhibition of larger three-dimensional works on bases or stands, however, would not be safe in a space that frequently hosts seminars, lectures and dinners.

The Old Combination Room, the former dining room in Bredon House, which was built in 1914 and taken on by the College in 1965, was proposed as an alternative. It poses a range of severe challenges for the display of contemporary art. The room is lit on one side by lead-paned windows and the walls are covered in dark oak paneling. A fireplace is at one end of the room; photographs of former fellows and donors line the walls; and ‘gothicising’ light fixtures from the 1960s hang from the ceiling. It couldn't be further from the white cube gallery spaces in which contemporary art is most often exhibited and could easily be seen as a space that is antagonistic to the display of works of art. To our initial surprise, Richard embraced the challenges posed by this room, but having worked with him at Tate Britain, Phillip had complete confidence that Deacon would master this rather eccentric space. Richard’s entirely positive and collaborative approach, an important grant towards exhibition costs from the Henry Moore Foundation, and matching-funding from the College via the Bursar Christopher Lawrence, as well as some creative problem-solving on the part of other colleagues, such as the Secretary of the Fine Arts Committee, Margaret Greeves, and the Clerk of Works, Neil Newman, meant that the room was ready to receive the exhibition on 23 June, with display tables made ‘in house’ and a new security system installed. The enthusiastic support of Wolfson’s president, Sir Richard Evans, and his wife, Dr Christine Corton, has also been essential to the staging of this world-class exhibition in such a surprising location.
Richard Deacon had not seen the Old Combination Room until he arrived at Wolfson for the installation of the models. We had given him several photos of the space, a video taken on Phillip’s mobile, and ground plans provided by the clerk of works. After various discussions, sixteen models were selected, spanning much of Deacon’s long and distinguished career and illustrating many different parts of the process of fabrication. (The models are arranged formally as opposed to chronologically in the show and are identified by numbers on the tables that correspond to the analyses in the catalogue). Once he had settled on the space, Richard drew a scale model and devised a strategy for the installation. Like It’s a Small World (2007), the models would be shown together on exhibition tables, built to Richard’s requirements. He specified three large tables, each having a dimension on top of 140 × 260 cm, with two of them butted to give an overall top dimension of 140 × 520 cm, and one small table, 75 × 75 cm, to house the ceramic model for Mountain (2005). All were to be 90 cm in height. One is placed horizontally in front of the fireplace; the two joined tables run the length of the room; and the small table sits at the end of the room to one side at the foot of the T shape. Richard had mapped out the placement of each work in advance in the studio. He brought the ‘footprint’ plan with him, placed it at the end of one of the tables and had each model uncrated and put directly in place according to the plan.

A testament to Richard’s creative adaptability was his response when he arrived in the Old Combination Room. Apart from thinking it was slightly narrower than he had expected — which was remedied as soon as we removed the row of chairs against the wall — it was exactly as he anticipated it. My main concern throughout the process was to do justice to the works and when I had asked Richard if he would like any changes made to the room — perhaps the removal of the photographic portraits — he had responded that he wouldn’t in any way want to alter the space and that, as a general rule, spaces should be changed as little as possible. This was an important point for me to consider moving forward and contemplating future exhibitions at Wolfson — to let the space and the works find a way to relate to one another as opposed to forcing one, unnaturally, to accommodate the other.
The installation process was fascinating, particularly watching Richard react to the light in the room and the inevitable shifts in the space as each model was uncrated and placed. In silence and with quick meditative movements — not unlike those of a conductor — Richard adjusted the positioning of the models during the course of the day and the space began to organize itself around the sculptures. The arrangement of works on the first table changed very little. IMMA, with its large contoured base reflecting the landscape and individually numbered trees, occupies, as seen in Richard’s scale plan, a third of the table close to the window. The rest of this table is dedicated to three works indicated to scale by their footprints: the long thin studio model in MDF and card for Let’s Not Be Stupid (figs. 5 & 6); the wood and MDF model supplied to the fabricators of Not Out of the Woods Yet (2003) built in aluminum; and one of the steel models for the multi-coloured ceramic Assembly series of 2008. The model for Let’s Not Be Stupid was placed, as planned, on the left-hand side of IMMA. Assembly, 8, and Not Out of the Woods Yet changed places. Other subtle changes were made: Richard rotated the scale figure in front of Not Out Of The Woods Yet from a side view to facing the work and he added bull dog clips to secure parts of the fragile card and MDF model for Let’s Not Be Stupid.

The arrangement of the models on the two tables running the length of the room changed more dramatically during the course of the installation. A number of key works stayed where they were initially placed — the models for Island (1989) and Mountain (2008) remained on the end of the table opposite one another (fig.7); Moor (1990) stayed on the side of the table closest to the window; and Nobody Here But Us (1990, fig.8) remained in the centre of the table, on the far side from the windows. Others, such as Footfall (2013), Ebbsfleet (2008), and Struck Dumb (1988) moved around as their formal relationships to one another shifted.
The most significant change was to the height of Moor. It was first raised on three plinths (fig.9), reflecting the final work’s placement atop viaduct piers, but due to the single light source from the windows, it dominated the display and so Richard brought it down to table level (fig.10). The small table for the ceramic model for Mountain (2005) was moved, with the heavy model on it, diagonally across the room, where it now pulls the viewer round the main table. At the end, what I feared was a space antagonistic to contemporary art had, in Richard’s hands, become an astonishing synergy of old and new.

Organizing this exhibition has been a revelation in visual, conceptual and intellectual terms. It is hard to remain neutral about these objects, which through the complex numbering systems, notations and accidental paint smears, powerfully evidence the sculptor’s hand. These marks often constitute a dialogue between Deacon and the fabricators of his sculptures. Some are clear directions — ‘small A to large A’ written on the pieces of tape appended to Not Out of the Woods Yet — while others, such as the pieces of tape bearing large question marks on the ceramic model for Mountain, indicate a dialogue in progress. Abstract sculpture is most often considered in conceptual and intellectual terms — this show foregrounds factura. The maquettes encourage the viewer to contemplate the processes involved in making sculpture.
While Richard Deacon: *This Is Where Ideas Come From* may at first seem an eccentric exhibition, the Combination Room of a modern Cambridge college is the perfect setting for works whose primary function is the exploration, contemplation and resolution of various formal, conceptual and intellectual questions. Indeed, the development of Wolfson College parallels that of Deacon as an artist. In 1965, the year the College was founded, the 16 year-old Deacon was spending his evenings and Sunday afternoons in the art room at school, working with whatever materials were to hand including pottery and lithography (though on copper plates as no one yet knew how to use the new litho press). It is perhaps fitting that our lunch on the day of the installation, eaten alongside students and fellows on long tables in the College’s dining hall, reminded him of school and of his artistic origins: for the exhibition itself is about beginnings.

*Main image:* Richard Deacon installing the maquette for *Congregate*, OCR, Wolfson College, Cambridge (photo: courtesy of Meredith Hale)

*Richard Deacon:* ‘*This Is Where Ideas Come From*’, the Old Combination Room, Wolfson College, Cambridge CB3 9BB.
7 July – 30 September 2015, Tuesday – Sunday inclusive, 12:00 to 16:00.

Exhibition catalogue available from Dr Hale: mmh43@cam.ac.uk
INTEGRATED ARTWORK
Artist Richard Deacon writes about his collaborations with architect Eric Parry, including a design for the Millennium Bridge and the colourful ceramic facade on London’s Piccadilly.
Architects and artists are different but can have similar concerns about craftsmanship, materials and visual weight; and both architecture and art exist in the real world. There is no reason why we should get along, although it’s nice when we do — successful collaborations between the two disciplines are rather wonderful, but too often artists are invited along as decorators. I happen to think that people started making highly sophisticated sculpture long before they began making sophisticated buildings, and that the terms of the relationship between building and sculpture are changeable. If a building is an object, the contained or juxtaposed sculpture is its subject. What would it be like if it were the other way round? — the Statue of Liberty is perhaps a case in point. What is more interesting in the relationship, especially if the artwork is incorporated into the fabric of the building itself, is the sense that the combination has to work as a whole; the architectural elements and the artwork have to come together so that one could not exist without the other.

My collaboration with Eric Parry started in 1996, when we were put together as a team for the Millennium Bridge commission. Neither of us can remember who paired us up (it was a requirement that architects teamed up with artists in preparing their submissions). However it happened, it was an inspired choice and, as demonstrated by the bridge model at our recent exhibition, Bridge, Bangle & Cornice, we had a very good idea! In fact Eric and I had both been at the Royal College of Art in the mid-'70s — he in Environmental Design and myself in Environmental Media, on the seventh floor of the Darwin Building, to the right and left of the elevator banks, so it is highly likely that at some time or other we shared the same lift. There is considerable symbiosis between Eric’s interests and my own — including structure, materials and methods, but also history and context. In our proposal for the Millennium Bridge it was this shared interest in structure that drove the project forward.

Despite not winning that commission, there was a sense of unfinished business, that there could be a project we could do together. In 2000 Eric invited me to contribute to the office building he was designing at 30 Finsbury Square. What fired my imagination was his radical persistence in making a modern building in stone. He also paid me the compliment of having engineered a
Artists have the luxury of time to fiddle around with what interests them and don’t have clients in the same way architects do. In fact, I almost never work to a brief. However, some of the challenges of working with an architect — being part of a team, ability to meet deadlines and willingness to take on board others’ opinions — are challenges (and opportunities) artists also face.

The facade at One Eagle Place is on one of the busiest and most prominent thoroughfares in the country — looking across from Eros you see the building. It is really important that not just that particular facade but the whole development respects that context and adds to it. The architect paid attention to making sure the line of the cornice ran through the entire block, raising the level on the adjacent, retained, facade. This gave my contribution a key role in knitting that line together. There is also something a bit syncopated about the way in which the variety of profiles is seen as you go down Piccadilly from either direction. Approaching the building, colour and pattern on the fronts of the blocks became more visible, the complexity of their combinations across the angled surfaces is a muted reference to the cacophony of signs and colours at Piccadilly Circus itself — also reflected in the gloss faience of the facade.

I suspect that there are overlaps in the way both
architects and artists start to think about something. A critical difference is the absence of a brief for the artist. In the studio it’s broadly true to say that I make most of my decisions during the process, working with the material and at 1:1. The thing I make is (mostly) off-site. An architectural and building process is very different. Many, many decisions are made, and multiple different elements and procedures are brought together at the site. There are trials to make sure things work, but ultimately it all comes to bear at one place. This level of complexity doesn’t exist for me, and I have enormous respect for the architect’s ability to retain and project clear ideas in the light of this.

In general, when I am working, my ideas become clearer as I go along, and I foster a level of fuzziness in order to be able to take the thing in a different direction. Working with an architect involves adapting these two approaches. The very positive side is that I get to meet and exchange ideas with people who have very different ranges of expertise from me. Hopefully that somehow feeds back into the fuzziness. You would have to ask an architect whether the reverse is true. — Richard Deacon and Eric Parry discuss their collaboration at a talk at the Royal College of Art on 16 December.
Time to draw the line

A sculptor writes beautifully about others’ work

By Deanna Petherbridge. From Art Basel Hong Kong daily edition
Published online: 14 May 2014

Richard Deacon’s It’s Orpheus When There’s Singing #7, 1978-9. Photo: Richard Deacon/Tate
Richard Deacon is very much the artist of the moment, after a recent impressive exhibition of cool, elegant—and complex—sculptures at London’s Tate Britain, whose material experimentations serve to enhance the cohesion of a deeply serious and focused practice. The exhibition included a suite of the British sculptor’s drawings “It’s Orpheus When There’s Singing”, 1978-79, undertaken during a stay in New York and responding the poems of Rainer Maria Rilke. They lay out a principled methodology that appears to guide the ideological commitment that inflected his selection of works for the “Abstract Drawing” exhibition at the Drawing Room, London, earlier this year.

In the lead catalogue essay, Deacon (Lisson Gallery, Thaddeus Ropac, Marian Goodman) does not attempt to unpick his understanding of “abstraction” beyond an initial statement “all drawing—at the level of mark-making—is, in some sense, abstract”. This is partially echoed in the two supporting essays, although Anna Lovatt’s focuses closely and informatively on the theoretical construction of some of the more formalist works.

Deacon’s commitment to non-objective drawings that have “no direct or apparent external reference” ranges from the early 20th century to a fine Richard Wright work of 2006 and encompasses a wide spectrum from free gestural drawing, mark-making and automatist responses to systems-related works. It extends from sparse, open-ended sheets to heavily worked finished drawings that are densely embedded in the paper, such as those by Emma McNally and Sam Messenger. The strict monochromy of the abstract understatements of Bob Law from 1999 to 2000 sit side-by-side with the evocative pigments, physicality and textual engagement of Anish Kapoor’s papier mâché works and John Golding’s wax-and-pastel sgrafitti of the 1980s.

Deacon does not attempt to justify this personal and eclectic selection by any grand generalities (apart from a loose taxonomic framework suggesting that drawers are either “transmitters” or “receivers”). Instead, he writes beautifully about single drawings as entities and elucidates how the works are made; the “why” is not addressed. Although he tells us that his selection is concerned with ideas (strictly defined as “what is, or where to locate, the real”) it is left to his co-authors to supply historical and theoretical context—a very traditional cohabitation of artist and art historians.
In an interview with Penelope Curtis, the director of Tate Britain, he admits, “Meaning was a problem for me in the mid-70s and may still be a problem.” The things that are of concern to Deacon the maker enliven his descriptions of others’ drawings. He writes lyrically about layering and transparency and use of paper, as in Dorothea Rockburne’s juxtaposition of a light pencil outline and an actual sheet of carbon paper. He is responsive to the delicate pinpricks of Anni Albers’s teaching studies that rhythmically perforate the sheet, or the “muscular edge” of Gordon Matta-Clark’s Untitled, 1976-77, where a pile of sheets has been excavated to receive a formal image. This drawing is clearly related, although Deacon does not mention it, to Matta-Clark’s Conical Intersect, 1975, where he tunneled a circular window through semi-demolished houses in Les Halles pulled down for the construction of the Centre Pompidou, Paris.

Curiously for a sculptor, Deacon does not deal with issues of scale or spatial matters, present in Victoria Haven’s intended wall-works “Double Sided L’ Series”, 2004, which stretch and curve in extendable space just as the obstinately figurative Eva Hesse coloured outline drawings of 1965 animate their paper supports into vibrating spatiality. Dawn Ades gently picks up this omission in her essay where she discusses the three-dimensional illusionism of works by El Lissitzky and devotes time to a slightly miserable little Malevich pencil composition.

Ades introduces the issue of history that Deacon has muffled, but to discuss the contemporary abstractions of Tomma Abts as being of the same order and intention as the works of the founding fathers of 20th-century abstraction is curious. It is as if the indefinable and slippery portmanteau term “abstraction” at the centre of this book and exhibition is timeless utopian, universally valid and out of history—a very problematic view for today. Although every single drawing in the world has its own autonomy and life, abstract drawings belong to a linear continuity of serial connections. Whereas a painting or finished drawing can set out an entire manifesto in one work, a small anonymous sketch by Hilma af Klint or one of her anonymous “The Five” group guided by spirits, or a computer drawing by Darrell Viner are segments of a larger idea, practice and process. Time, history and seriality are a condition of linearity.

Abstract Drawing: Curated by Richard Deacon, Dawn Ades, Richard Deacon and Anna Lovatt, Ridinghouse in association with Drawing Room, 128pp, £17.95, $32 (pb)
There lies a sleeping giant

They were once at the cutting edge of British sculpture. Thirty years on, how do Richard Deacon and Bill Woodrow measure up in two rare retrospectives?

Waldemar Januszczak

The Fates have got themselves involved in our understanding of British art again, arranging for Richard Deacon to have a show at Tate Britain at the same time as Bill Woodrow has a show at the Royal Academy. Yes, the overlap of the two shows lasts little more than a week, but seeing these two former giants of British sculpture displaying their wares simultaneously remains a rare opportunity to compare, contrast, evaluate and decide.

When I write “former giants”, I do not mean it as a slight. Both are significant sculptors; both can honestly be said to have changed the course of British art. But that was 30 years ago. In terms of their contemporary pertinence, the harsh truth is that both have slipped down the back of the sofa.

So jump aboard my Tardis, reader, set the dial for 1984, and travel back with me to their finest moment. We’ll arrive at the last years of the Henry Moore era, awful art days when every piazza in front of every new office block seemed to have one of Moore’s lumpy bronze turds dumped in it. British sculpture had grown corporate and stodgy; portentous and grandiloquent; bovine and bronze. Then, just as the tedium was becoming unbearable, who should ride onto the front line of British art and save us with their wit and their colour, their nimbleness and their invention, but Deacon, Woodrow, Cragg and Kapoor — the four Messkateers.

Where the Mooreists made art inspired by things you might find in a Yorkshire rock formation, the Messkateers were inspired by things you might find in a skip. A typical Henry Moore looked as if it revealed the hidden essence of a natural shape; a typical Richard Deacon looked like it was made by someone who had spent his youth playing with a Meccano set. Where Moore carved, smoothed and moulded, Deacon and Woodrow assembled, drilled and riveted. Their effort prompted many changes in British art, the most important of which was to turn sculpture away from the landscape and towards the city. Thus they paved the way for Brit Art.

That was then. What about now? The Richard Deacon retrospective is long overdue, but, alas, is not the show it might have been. One problem is the scale of the galleries to which it has been sent. The basement rooms at Tate Britain are functional but characterless: they lack the height and grandeur that sculpture generally prefers. By concentrating on his bigger works, the exhibition remains low as well in the number of pieces it actually includes.

While the catalogue describes a dizzy number of approaches, the show itself contains only a few of them, and errs on the side of sameness.

None of which is to say that Deacon himself is entirely faultless. He isn’t. When he started out, his art was so buoyant and witty. A room devoted to the series of small works from the mid-1980s he called Art for Other People shows him off at his best. Small enough to fit on top of a school desk, these gorgeous little sculptures feature such inventive combinations of shapes and materials. All are strongly abstract. None reminds you of anything else. It’s the juxtapositions that count: lino with marble; suede with brass; leather with stone. Here, you feel, is a sensibility that finds sculptural inspiration in sights the rest of us walk past, and spots beauty in materials the rest of us discard.

All this is also in evidence at the start of the show, in the three big pieces from the late 1970s that kick us off. One is made of wood; another of glass and...
polyester; the third from galvanised steel. All three achieve a shape that is impossible to describe accurately. The galvanised steel is like a giant dunce’s hat with the ends cut off. The wooden piece is a kind of cube - triangle, with something of the workbench about it. The glass and polyester looks as if it might eventually form a sphere when combined with all the missing pieces in the puzzle.

In all these early sculptures, the hoped-for minimalism seems roughed-up and cut-price. Whereas Carl Andre’s pristine steel slabs look as if they have been bought from an industrial wholesaler, Deacon, you feel, scavenged for his metals at the council dump. If I had to find an art-historical term for the fine sculpture he was making in this period, I think I’d call it dirty minimalism.

As long as his work maintains an emotional link with the scrapyard, all is well in Deacon’s art. It begins to go wrong when the sculptures start losing their roughshod quality and take on a perfectly riveted smoothness. Deacon, you sense, has moved from maker to designer: scale has lost contact with effort. In particular, the huge, sprawling sculptures made of laminated timbers, in which the ribbons of wood draw snake shapes in space, become repetitive and uninteresting.

Perhaps because of the lowness of the galleries, the final half of the show is dominated by horizontal art with a ground-hugging presence. The excitement provided earlier by strikingly vertical pieces such as Tall Tree in the Ear, from 1984, made of galvanised steel interlocking outrageously with blue canvas, seeps out of the display. It may be an illusion, but for me the moods here begin to resemble the reclining, corporate, piazza moods of those dull Henry Moores they once overthrew.

So that’s Richard Deacon: an exciting sculptor made dull by circumstances. Over at the Royal Academy, Bill Woodrow, of exactly the same generation, has also been given a retrospective, and remains a messier and more energetic presence. The first half of the show is conspicuously impressive.

Like Deacon, Woodrow studied at Saint Martin’s School of Art in the 1970s and went on to source his materials in the skips of south London. But where Deacon was always a purist, interested primarily in textures and shapes, Woodrow was also a cheeky storyteller who used unglamorous materials to create witty sculptural narratives.

In his signature works from the 1980s, he would cut up various bits of domestic furniture — a washing machine, a filing cabinet — and twist the unravelled metals into unlikely new shapes: a lizard, a stag beetle, a monkey. It was the approach pioneered by Picasso when he turned a bicycle seat and some handlebars into the head of a bull. But where Picasso was merely being impish and brilliant, Woodrow’s English variation on hey-presto art had something scruffy and socialist about it: as if he were making a point about ecological despoilment and the textures of poverty.

The huge room filled here with examples is as exciting a room of British sculpture as I have seen in a long while. Unfortunately, the second half of Woodrow’s career saw the delicate meanings implicit in his early work made much too explicit in the effortful allegorical bronzes that followed. It all gets preachy and chunky. But that’s the second half of the show. The first half remains sensationally good. And you only have a week left to see it.

Richard Deacon, Tate Britain, London SW1, until April 27; Bill Woodrow, Royal Academy, London W1, until next Sunday
The nuts and bolts of make-believe

Richard Deacon's grand, fantastical creations come replete with a pleasing sense of the workshop.

Rachel Cooke

Richard Deacon
Tate Britain, London SW1; until 27 April

The Turner prize-winning sculptor Richard Deacon likes to describe himself as a “fabricator”, his work often involving both a great many technical feats, not to mention the help of other artists and craftsmen; in 1988, for instance, he made a sculpture called Struck Dumb – a strange, bulbous pod that has a kind of rust-red kiss attached to one side – with the aid of steelworkers from the Govan shipyards. But, as he has pointed out, the word has a double meaning. “I quite like the idea that a fabrication can be something made up rather than truth,” he says. “When you fabricate something it has a straightforward sense of making, but it also has a sense of invention or make-believe.”

Walk through the retrospective of his work at Tate Britain – it spans 40 years and includes sculpture made of wood, metal, glass, terracotta, leather, marble, brass and even linoleum – and you‘ll grasp what he’s on about. Close up, Deacon’s most successful pieces come replete with a pleasing sense of the workshop, their nuts and bolts proudly on display, the work of a soldering iron visible like a ridged scar where sheets of metal have been joined; he brings out the Meccanloving child in you, or perhaps (though not in my case) the DIY-loving adult. But they are also – step back a little – beautiful and extremely suggestive, calling irresistibly to mind all manner of ideas and objects. At the Tate, a paradox is in play. The airless Linbury galleries feel even more than usually spartan; Deacon’s work requires a certain amount of space to breathe, with the result that there isn’t a vast amount to see (just 25 sculptures and five drawings). And yet it’s impossible to complete a full tour in much less than an hour. Talk about ways of seeing! For my part, Untitled #1 (1976), a grey reinforced glass and polyester scroll, looks just like an elephant’s ear, and Fold (2012), a towering 12-ton screen of seaweed-green glazed ceramic, resembles nothing so much as a depiction of Oz and its Emerald City. In this sense the visitor, too, becomes one of his collaborators. As his sometimes painfully contrived titles suggest, Deacon has a problem with “meaning”. It’s the process of sculpture that intrigues him, and it’s for others to make of the result what they will.
The exhibition begins with five drawings based on Rilke's *Sonnets to Orpheus* from the period (1978-79) when Deacon was leaving behind performance-based work (his focus at St Martin's School of Art) and moving towards object-making (he began with ceramic coiled pots). Curvilinear forms made by attaching graphite to a string that was itself attached to a fixed point, these images are a statement of intent - two-dimensional plans for a three-dimensional future - and the only element of the show that will not draw your eye for long. Move on quickly then, to the sculpture, for it's this that quickens the pulse. In the second room are three pieces constructed from laminated wood, a favourite material of Deacon's. *Untitled* (1981) is a remarkable and lovely thing: half treble clef and half bentwood rocking chair, it seems so finely balanced, you worry a passing sneeze will tip it over. *Tall Tree in the Ear* (1984), in which laminated wood is joined by galvanised steel and blue canvas, suggests the shapes thrown by rhythmic acrobats as they prance across the competition mat – an analogy that is, perhaps, less fanciful than it sounds. Deacon was slightly anorexic as a teenager, finding weight “a bit disgusting”. Heaviness doesn't interest him, which is perhaps why he has never been inclined to carve or model.

He fell for laminated wood for the way it combines “flexibility and fixed form”. But it also has warmth, a domestic feeling you rarely find in work on this scale - and an idea he pursued again later in his career when he produced *Art for Other People*, a smaller series intended to sit in people’s homes alongside their furniture. The Tate exhibition’s curator, Clarrie Wallis, talks of these pieces as providing a “grammar of forms” for larger works, but to me they seem only to be in dialogue with each other, gathered as they are on a low plinth like some weird museum collection (photographs of Deacon's south London studio reveal him to be a great collector, animal skulls and children's farm animals piled beside massed rows of ammonites, shells and lumps of quartz). *Art For Other People #6* (1983) consists of a suede bladder attached to three brass hooks to suggest what might be a highly dysfunctional set of bellows. *Art for Other People #12* (1984) uses marble and leather to form something I can describe only as half orchid, half ovary (the marble looks like a gynaecological drawing, the leather like the thick petals of some monstrous botanical rarity). *Art for Other People #32* (1996) is a toppling pile of cardboard and epoxy cubes; the colour of toffee, they're a baking experiment gone badly wrong.

The most exciting pieces are in the final two rooms. This is Deacon at his best: not wild, exactly, but unrammelled in a technical sense, and working on a grand, even fantastical scale. *After* (1998) is an enormous articulated wooden worm that may or may not have been inspired by Poussin’s *Landscape With a Man Killed By a Snake*, a painting about which Deacon wrote a student essay (the webbed metal fence that runs through its interior is certainly suggestive of the kind of broadsword that might be required to kill such beast). *Out of Order* (2003) is a sprawling Scafelltronic set of a sculpture made (in collaboration with the artist Matthew Perry) of steamed oak. What amazing ribbons of wood! I thought immediately of another painting: *The Floor Scrapers* by Gustave Caillebotte, from 1875. Both works invite you to put your head on one side and lose yourself in their interiors, their tunnels and hollows being as crucial to their composition as (in the case of *After*) their basket-like carapaces and (in *Out of Order*) their floating thoroughfares. Every angle provides a fresh vista, every twist and turn a crazy new prospect.

*Laura Cumming is away*
His work is beautiful and extremely suggestive, calling to mind all manner of ideas and objects.


Main photograph: Carl Court/ AFP/ Getty Images; Tate
Richard Deacon retrospective, Tate Britain

By Jackie Wullschlager

‘After’ (1998) by Richard Deacon

What happens to a sculptor who, as Richard Deacon admits, always “found weight a little bit disgusting”? For millennia, sculpture meant weight: marble, bronze, stone, carved into figures standing on plinths that were heavy with the pressure of history.

That changed in the mid-20th century but innovators such as David Smith and Anthony Caro still worked in iron and steel. Reacting against them came a British generation with a tread so light that they did not seem like sculptors at all. In the late 1980s – the era of British heavy industry’s terminal decline – four of these won the Turner Prize in consecutive years: the “living sculptures” Gilbert and George; Richard Long, the land artist who recorded going for walks; Tony Cragg, then famous for his wall-mounted junk-plastic map “Britain Seen from the North”, commenting on economic hardship; and, least known and still hardest to pin down, Richard Deacon.

Even more than Gilbert and George and Long, who both incorporate text into their works, Deacon uses language: as inspiration for his abstracted sculptures, and as their subject. His new retrospective at Tate Britain, his first major show for 25 years, begins with a group of drawings built up from ruled lines, arcs, circles and spirals into a mesh of fine graphite marks at once geometric and free-flowing. Made in 1979 and titled “It’s Orpheus When There’s Singing”, after sonnets by Rilke, these curvilinear forms, turning on the tension between inside/outside, suggest open orifices. They became the basis for the wooden sculptures, willowy and rhythmic as drawings in space, such as “Blind Deaf and Dumb”, with which Deacon established his name in the 1980s.

Large-scale but delicate, these airy, enigmatic works – constructed from thin strips of laminated wood into complex linear forms, sometimes interlocking like jigsaw puzzles – are variations on what Deacon called a “hollow enclosure with an opening that seemed to be able to stand for either a mouth or an ear”. Sensuous organic curves contrast with precisely engineered construction: oozes of glue, protruding screws and bolts emphasise the works’ manufactured status, with physicality grounded in humdrum materials set against lyrical titles – transposing the ordinary.
The three-metre “Tall Tree in the Ear”, for example, consists of concentric wooden loops partly covered in a creased blue canvas sleeve, suggesting rippling sky, flowing water. The title comes from some Rilke lines in “Orpheus” and Deacon likens his constructions to Rilke’s poetry, which “didn’t have a poetic language but was assembled from something everyday, and it was just the way of putting it together that created meaning.”

‘Struck Dumb’ (1988)

From the domestic-scaled abstract series “Art For Other People” – begun in 1983 in mixed media and evoking trumpets, horns, ears, lips – to “Fold” (2012), a green ceramic sculpture of glazed polygonal bricklike units stacked into clustered towers that resemble freestanding folding screens, Deacon’s hybrid forms are democratic, inclusive, non-hierarchical. No part of any sculpture draws attention more than any other, and the experience of each work changes as you walk around or examine it. Thus the irregularly arranged slabs in “Fold”, which weighs 12 tons, appear to shift and dissolve when you circle it. “Struck Dumb” (1988), an unusual venture into steel, is a squat, black, bulbous form with a rust-red opening; it looks like solid steel but when you peer inside, it is hollow – a lament for the loss of Britain’s industrial base.

Solid/void, in/out, organic/geometric, soft/hard: Deacon’s sculptural vocabulary is based on contradictions. The most successful pieces turn on a paradox by which the laborious working processes of steaming, stretching, bending wood are laid bare but the result is light, graceful, flexible. Rising off the ground as if with pent-up energy, “Out of Order” (2003) is a seven-metre voluptuous spiral of giant wood shavings, curling like ribbons, their surfaces darkened to a mottled black caused by tannin coming out of the oak when it is heated.

“After” (1998), the exhibition’s showstopper, is yet more complex. Coils of bent wood, glued and screwed into interlocking curves, the hollow tubes changing angles from one section to the next, writhe or hurtle or stretch for nine metres along the floor, suggesting by turns the open ribs of a snake, the skeleton of a rollercoaster, an undulating landscape. A rigid stainless steel strap forms a spine running through the centre, its taut line opposing the lively, open wooden forms, and allowing shifting plays of light on wood and metal.

Transformation may be the theme of this sprawling, menacing creation, which laconically challenges the equilibrium of the rest of the show, just as the serpent wrapped around the inert body of a man in the corner of Poussin’s “Man Killed by a Snake”, one of Deacon’s sources, turns a classical landscape into a study of fear.

But circularity is another motif: especially in the monumental works here, such as the repeated baroque motifs in “After” and “Fold”, Deacon’s structures insistently lead you back to where you started.

Deacon’s entire oeuvre is like this: although the works look open, they belong to a closed system of allusions to poetry, of self-references to their own making, which is difficult, hermetic. The political/social agenda of
Lightness of being
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Forms given space to flourish

Tate’s Richard Deacon retrospective is a lively romp through the abstract sculptor’s long career

Alastair Sooke

Exhibition

Richard Deacon

Tate Britain

One of the pleasures of visiting a gallery is encountering works of art by artists at the top of their game. After (1988), by the British sculptor Richard Deacon, who won the Turner Prize in 1987, is a good example of what I mean.

Included in his new retrospective of 40ish works at Tate Britain, it consists of a large wooden tube that seems to writhe around like an enormous python slowly uncoiling itself on the floor. Since this structure is a lattice of wooden struts, it is possible to see through the hollow space inside, on to a long sliver of shiny stainless steel that bisects the sculpture in a straight line.

Connected to the undulating wood at either end, this taut metal spine, which appears woven like a basket, tethers the rearing energy of the rest of the sculpture. The tension between this vicious slice of metal, sharp as a whip lash, and the freewheeling wooden chute that orbits it, swerving like a model rollercoaster, animates the whole piece.

After is typical of Deacon’s mature work. It is neither carved nor modelled in the manner of traditional sculpture, but instead methodically built up from many parts, like a sophisticated set of Meccano, by an artist who describes himself as a “fabricator”. It is a complex form, marshalled with precision – the sculptural equivalent of a skilled actor delivering his lines in close-up, controlling every blink and twitching muscle of his face.

But it is also hard to express why it works so effectively, because it is abstract. After has no narrative. It is not a sculpture that obviously represents something in the real world. It exists on its own terms, a closed system forever looping round and round.

Thankfully, the retrospective at Tate Britain gives Deacon’s complicated sculptures the space they need to flourish. After, for instance, dominates a long gallery, accompanied only by two smaller sculptures – a sensuous, squiggly-looking lump of lipstick-red terracotta called Waiting for the Rain (2002), and Lotus (2002), a mysterious green polygon that reminded me of a heap of sliced-up okra.

The show documents the origins, development and flowering of Deacon’s career so far. Born in Bangor, north Wales, in 1949, he studied at St Martins and the Royal College of Art in the Seventies, before finding fame in the early Eighties as part of the “New British Sculpture” generation that also included Anthony Gormley and Anish Kapoor.

His early work included an untitled cone of galvanised steel, like some remnant of a defeated dreadnought’s hull, which was made in 1980 and is shown in the first gallery. By enclosing a void within a simple curling sheet of metal, Deacon was able to imbue something invisible with the illusion of mass.

He was also happy to leave behind traces of the object’s manufacture: its visible rivets anticipate the welded-and-bolted joints of a steel form called Struck Dumb, which Deacon produced at the Govan shipyard in Glasgow in 1988. Squat and sturdy, Struck Dumb curls in on itself defensively like a gigantic threatened woodhouse.

During the Eighties, Deacon’s preoccupation with lyrical, linear forms looping about in space announced itself, as did his penchant for working with laminated wood, starting in 1986. Tall Tree in the Ear (1984) consists of a swoosh of this material sheathed in rumpled blue canvas, erupting out of a tripartite steel structure that calls to mind a large pear.

Blind, Deaf and Dumb A, exhibited at the Serpentine Gallery in 1985, offers two tracks of strips of laminated wood glued together to create a layered effect like a cheesecake. These tracks hurtle up, down and around, describing a large form that is scrolling and symmetrical, like the wings of an angel inscribed in snow. When you inspect the sculpture up close, though, you notice Deacon deliberately left all the thick globes of glue that oozed out when he compressed the bands of wood. Reminiscent of unwanted bodily fluids, these imbue the sculpture with an unsettling quality that chimes with the suggestive, sexual imagery of other works.

By now he was on his way towards the elaborate, almost baroque large forms of the Nineties, such as Lacoon, which is not shown at the Tate, as well as After. Out of Order (2003), in the exhibition, is a jamboree of ribbons of steamed oak arranged so they convort, twist and cork-screw on the floor with the crazed energy of a fish thrashing on the seashore. At the same time, the braces of stainless steel that connect the different pieces of oak appear to restrain their jumping energy.

This sculpture is a reminder that Deacon often incorporates playful, witty notes: the red flash of paint on Struck Dumb that resembles a bow tie, for instance, or even the shape of Blind, Deaf and Dumb A, which looks like a twitching Dalí mustache.

I wish that some of this liveliness found an echo in the leading book accompanying the exhibition, crammed full of dense, pseudo-philosophical art-speak, such as the following sentence: “But in short, these polyvalent forms refuse reductive readings or phenomenological analysis, reaching beyond to a poetry of Being-as-such.” Henri Matisse once said: “A painter’s best spokesman is his work.” I suspect that this is true for sculptors, too.

From Feb 5 until April 27
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Is that a bow tie? The sculptor and 'Struck Dumb' (1998)

Controlled energy: 'Out of Order' (2003) is made of ribbons of steamed oak that cavort, twist and corkscrew on the floor with the crazed energy of a fish thrashing on the seashore
Richard Deacon: February Apollo

From Zoe Pilger’s interview with Richard Deacon in this month’s Apollo:

Richard Deacon’s gift is to combine the philosophical with the everyday. ‘I was interested at one point in how vinyl flooring can have [the image of] tiling but be flexible, so there was a contradiction between its substance and its appearance. And I thought that had a strong link to bits of...
Christian ideology about the relationship between substance and appearance.’ He describes his fascination with the holes in Swiss cheese, ‘particularly the relationship between the hole and the material surrounding the hole, wondering what it would be like if the holes were so big that there wasn’t any cheese. A number of those wooden works in the ’90s actually came from standing in the supermarket and looking at cheese.’

After (1998), Richard Deacon © Tate

*After* is comprised of holes. ‘Light passes through the steel bit because it’s got holes in it, and it also reflects light. Whereas the wooden bit is a hollow tube, so light passes through it, but it has shadow and more complexity.’ The idea of enfolding is also important in Deacon’s work. ‘One of the reasons why the works have been hollow or transparent or have spaces in them is in part to invite you to either mentally or even physically to enter them and to be kind of enclosed within them.’ […]
I ask Deacon what personal event has most impacted upon his art. ‘Apart from being born?’ He thinks for a moment. ‘While I was on Foundation, my mother became ill with motor neurone disease. It’s a horrible disease. It robs you of everything except your intelligence. She got a typewriter that she could drive with a cursor on the screen by nodding her head and selecting a letter and then nodding twice to make it type. In the first year at Saint Martins, I couldn’t communicate with her. I couldn’t truly understand what she said because she couldn’t really control her voice.’ He pauses. ‘So if I was in prison, she was in prison. I think there was some connection between those two different kinds of experiences. Hers, obviously much more traumatic. In the second term of my second year at Saint Martins, I suddenly got a letter from her. It was only three lines long, but it was the first communication I’d had. It was like she’d come back. I think that had a big impact on the way I thought about language, and the relationship between language and personality, and the idea of the human.’ [...] 

Richard Deacon was interviewed by Zoe Pilger in Apollo’s February issue. The exhibition, ‘Richard Deacon’ is at Tate Britain, London, until 27 April.
Touching the Void

Robert Danc (b. 1946) is a British sculptor known for his work in ceramics and wood. His sculptures often explore themes of abstraction and form, creating works that are both visually striking and thought-provoking. Danc's approach to his art is deeply rooted in his experiences as an athlete, and this is evident in the strength and precision of his pieces. His work is characterized by a sense of movement and energy, which he achieves through the use of dynamic lines and curves.

In his studio, Danc works on a variety of projects, including large-scale commissions for public spaces. His process involves careful planning and experimentation, with a focus on achieving the perfect balance between form and function. Danc's dedication to his craft is evident in the meticulous attention he pays to every detail of his sculptures, ensuring that each piece is a timeless masterpiece.

Danc's art is not only admired for its aesthetic qualities but also for its ability to provoke thought and invite viewers to engage with the work on a deeper level. His sculptures encourage viewers to consider the relationship between art and the world around us, highlighting the importance of creativity and innovation in our daily lives.

In conclusion, Robert Danc's work is a testament to the power of art to captivate and inspire. Through his unique approach and skilled craftsmanship, he continues to push the boundaries of sculpture, creating pieces that are both beautiful and thought-provoking. His dedication to his craft is an example of the importance of persistence and passion in the pursuit of excellence.
Sculptor Richard Deacon: why one pair of hands is never enough

Ahead of his retrospective at Tate Britain, the renowned sculptor tells Nicholas Wroe how he has realised that it doesn’t matter ‘who actually puts the screw in’

Richard Deacon is the only name on the poster for his new retrospective show at Tate Britain, but, as exhibition curator Clarrie Wallis notes in her catalogue essay, throughout his career he has “acknowledged the limitations of a single pair of hands”. In his large south London studio on an industrial estate, where he chooses to work alone, Deacon mulls over the 30-odd pieces of work to be displayed. They were made over nearly 40 years, using wood, steel, ceramics, rubber, suede, marble and foam. “I’d say over half have been made with other people,” he says. “Depending how you define the word collaboration, maybe as much as 75%.”

Of course, artists’ workshops from the Renaissance to the present day have been populated by assistants doing the bidding of the master. “But this is different,” he says. “I’m not just telling them exactly what to do. They are not just copying. It is more about finding people who are better at doing something than I am.”
Deacon has always preferred to describe himself as a "fabricator" rather than a sculptor. "I've been quite good at working with other people in that I don't feel that my creativity is particularly threatened by it," he explains. As a student and young artist, he made performance work in collaboration, going so far as to swap identities with another student. He has gone on to work directly with other artists, most notably the sculptor Bill Woodrow; he has curated shows "which felt like an intellectual collaboration"; made stage sets; worked extensively with people who have different technical skills; "and I've even tried to write a joint text with someone".

It has proved a fruitful strategy. Deacon, who is 65 this year, won the Turner prize in 1987. He is a Royal Academician, a former trustee of the Tate, a CBE, a Chevalier de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, and his distinctive work features in public and private collections all over the world.

An early indication of the abstract, structurally coherent and satisfying curves, twists and folds to which he would subject his various materials can be found in his series of late-70s drawings, inspired by Rilke's Sonnets to Orpheus, and to be shown in the first room of the new show. "Maybe they are at one end of the collaboration continuum," he says. "You take somebody else's work as a source - in this case something that had already been translated - and then use it as the basis for producing something of your own. Of course, you are always the inheritor of your language and so on, and there are always points of reference, but, in principle, you don't always have to sit down with someone to collaborate; you can deal with their product."
It was in the mid-80s that Deacon began to properly clarify his thoughts on collaboration when he first worked with steel fabricator Gary Chapman. "I'd always been interested in working with other people, but felt I should make most things myself." When he first approached a factory, he tried to provide detailed drawings and instructions for manufacture, "which entailed me having to describe every part of the process and pretending I knew what was going on, which I didn't. But then, with Gary, who brings a very confident set of practical skills, it didn't really matter if I didn't describe something precisely because that would allow him to propose a route to a particular place, which may or may not be the best one, but at least we'd have something to discuss. Essentially, I realised it really doesn't matter who actually puts the screw in."

Later, Deacon worked with Glasgow shipbuilders on steel work - such as Struck Dumb (1988) - which proved to be pivotal to his work in three-dimensional curves. "I was experiencing a certain amount of frustration in my practice, but these guys had been to Japan to learn new techniques, and they thought in three dimensions in the same way that I might think of a sheet of paper and could produce spherical objects out of a flat."

Deacon likes the analogy of commissioning an architect, and talks about a recent and extensive remodelling of his own home. "I had a very strong general idea as to what I wanted. But you also have to allow the architect to bring something to the party, and when they understand what you want, they may have another way of looking at things, which in turn you can respond to, and you begin to build a dialogue that can go somewhere."
Deacon's dialogue with fellow artist Matthew Perry began 30 years ago when they had neighbouring studios and Perry provided technical help on Deacon's early laminated and sheet-metal works. As Perry's innovative expertise with materials, wood in particular, has developed, their working relationship has deepened.

It was Perry's technical solutions - steam bending and other methods - to the problem of wood cracking as it was twisted and bent that allowed Deacon to work with new shapes. "If you can turn a bend into a spiral then the repertoire of forms you can create becomes incredibly diverse," he explains. "But we tended not to define too closely what we intended to do with new shapes, apart from making more of them and seeing where it could go. Out of Order (2004), which is in the show, is a combination of twisted lines and spiral curves, but it only very slowly came together to form one line. Originally, it was going to be four pieces, but at some point I realised you could connect the pieces together to some advantage. That's how the wooden works often develop, and there is less pre-planning as Matt and I understand each other so well."

Perry says that while he creates the shapes, they form part of a "vocabulary" that he and Deacon have "discovered" over the years. "When Richard introduces ideas, things can be turned on their head very rapidly to make the piece work. There is a point where you have to put in that last emphasis and he says, 'It has to be there'. At the beginning you don't know how these things will end. It's very different from having computer-generated models to work from. And, after 20 years, you have such a shared history of knowledge that the actual work in the studio becomes very important."

Deacon's ceramic works - a significant element of the Tate show – came via another collaboration, this time with a studio in Germany, where he has worked with Anna Zimmerman since 1999. Early in their relationship, Deacon would make hundreds of small models by "bending and twisting and pinching" clay, and would then discuss with Zimmerman what might be best made into full-scale pieces. "But she didn't exactly copy them," he explains. "If she didn't understand what procedure the form had gone through to make it do what it did, then she didn't make it. Yes, the model was the source, but it was as if she had to know the piece from the inside, as opposed to just copying it from the outside." And as he got to know her better, he wanted to explore different ways of working.
"I'm interested in pot-throwing as a way of working with material, so, instead of Anna working off the basis of a model, I got her to make forms, a whole set of pots, which I then put together to form various works."

Deacon is aware that these ways of working raise interesting questions about ownership and authorship and he has entered into a variety of contractual arrangements that include splitting sales, cost and risks, paying one-off fees for services and sharing percentages of intellectual property rights. He is also aware that his interest in collaboration might leave him open to accusations of not knowing what he wants to do.

"That's not the case. I'm just interested in how other people behave and how they think about things. I can be very clear as to what I want, but once that has been communicated to someone who is equally open-minded and enthusiastic, they can come back with suggestions to which I can say yes or no. If you are working with someone who knows what they are doing, they get as excited as you do when you ask if they can do something in a certain way."

Another long-term collaborative project that has been important to Deacon's thinking and practice has been with Bill Woodrow, a fellow student at St Martins in the late 60s. In the late 80s they were asked to donate work for a charity auction raising funds for Aids research. Neither had work they were able to give, but both wanted to participate. "We wanted to create a little bit more excitement than just giving something away," says Deacon. Their solution involved a trip round Homebase where they bought a selection of plugs and sockets before going their separate ways to each make a piece of art that would be later joined together.

"Of course, we misunderstood what the market wanted," recalls Deacon. "Auctions are usually more interested in characteristic works than anomalies, so a work that was neither Bill's nor mine was actually of less value than it would have been if by either one of us. But some people did get what we had tried to do and we were invited to do a show."

For the show they made works that they then exchanged. "There was a certain reticence in working on another artist's piece," recalls Woodrow. "Your first feeling is that to change something is to destroy it, so we had to alter the way we thought, because we weren't destroying it, we were making an addition, and also giving the other person something new to think about. This was the start of work going to places where we wouldn't have gone as individuals."

* Richard Deacon's *Art for Other People* #12 (1984). Photograph: Courtesy of Richard Deacon
Their next project was a series of small bronzes on which they worked together for the first time. "By now we were beginning to realise that the work had its own unique character, and it was as if there was this third person making it," says Woodrow. "So we agreed not to say which bits had been made by which person. People were very adamant that they knew, but, by and large, they were wrong. Richard is predominantly an artist who works in the abstract. My work is generally figurative in some form or other, and what has been interesting is the way that the figurative and abstract, without saying who does what, have come together and produced this sort of third area. And as an exercise it does influence and come back into your own work. Working in a team expands your vocabulary and so now you have extra things you can use. And we're still talking to each other, so, all in all, it's been a success."

Woodrow and Deacon have most recently worked together in the medium of glass. It is "a perfect collaborative activity", says Deacon, "as you just can't do it by yourself. Glassblowers can be great prima donnas, but they are also wonderful collaborators as you need a very close working relationship because decisions have to be made so quickly."

But the results of these projects are not shown in either men's solo shows (Woodrow's own retrospective at the Royal Academy runs until 16 February). "There is an etiquette issue," says Deacon. "One solution was in a show in San Diego where there was Bill's work, my work and our work. But to have it in my show would be like claiming ownership in a way that I wouldn't want to do. They feel like works from this other artist, Woodrow Deacon, who has a biography, three catalogues and a set of shows to his credit."

So if "Woodrow Deacon" feels like a distinct artist, does the work Deacon makes in collaboration feel different from the work he makes on his own? "The answer is no. I recognise all the work as belonging together. I work with a lot of materials - I collaborate with the earth," he laughs, "and I can be as interested in weaving cloth as I am in metal. But I am also clumsy and I break things. So the relationship between my clumsiness and my interest in the qualities of materials has found a solution in partnerships or collaborations. It enables me to do the things I want to do."

© Richard Deacon is in conversation with Bill Woodrow at the Royal Academy, London W1, on 14 February.
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Twisting chaos into shape

As a retrospective opens at Tate Britain, Richard Deacon tells Martin Gayford what drives him to make his enigmatic sculptures

It is a fairly fundamental thing in human beings to make sense of chaotic impressions," says Richard Deacon, "to put things into shape." But the shapes of the sculptures he creates are themselves extremely hard to compute. They often look as if they have been made, with great skill, for some purpose — but it is impossible to put one’s finger on exactly what that is. He has related in the past how he once overheard two passers-by discussing one of his pieces. "What’s that, then?" asked the first. "Is it doudling?" “Nah,” the second answered, "it’s art. Look at the way it’s put together.”

The big retrospective exhibition of his work that opens at Tate Britain next month is likely to look both rich and strange. There is no such thing as a typical Deacon work. One notable piece, What Could Make Me Feel This Way A (1993) reminded me of a gigantic wooden white-knuckle ride designed by Leonardo da Vinci. Another suggested the veined and marbled egg of a sea-creature the size of a cow, and a third — For Those Who Have Ears #2, 1983 (Deacon’s titles are wonderfully obscure and somehow evocative) — suggested a monstrous, misshapen egg-whisk. His art merges abstract theory, psychology and DIY.

Deacon, who was born in Bangor in 1949, belongs to a bumper generation of British sculptors. Among his contemporaries are Anish Kapoor, Tony Cragg, Antony Gormley, Richard Long and Bill Woodrow. In different ways, these men reinvented sculpture in a manner both radical and traditional.

As Deacon remembers, he arrived at St Martin’s School of Art in an era in which the sculptural object had threatened to evaporate into such insubstantial items as performances and actions. "We’re talking about 1970, the period of the dematerialisation of the object, and also an anti-capitalist stance in a lot of the ideology," he says. "Having something to sell was dodgy — not that there was anyone to buy it anyway, So making objects was problematic.”

None the less, after a period in which he did a lot of performances — which generally involved him working with stuff such as plaster and bits of board in front of an audience like an avant-garde Bob the Builder — he ended up emerging as one of the most acclaimed sculptors of the past 30 years. There is, however, a lingering suggestion of the eccentric handyman about Deacon’s aesthetic.

He grew up, he recalls, in a family with a practical bent. "Both my father and my brother were very mechanically capable — could fix cars and things. I don’t like the smell of grease or petrol on my hands, and I can’t make things work. So I didn’t grow up being the person in the house who was handy. I grew up being the person who was clumsy and inept — though curious about the world.”

Deacon’s father was a pilot in the Air Force, flying high-speed, hi-tech machines (some of his son’s works resemble aircraft parts — piping, say, or the skeletal structure of a fuselage — reconfigured by a whimsical imagination). Because his father’s posting changed every two years or so, the family moved about while Deacon was growing up — to Plymouth, Dorset and Sri Lanka. It was in that last place, when he was six or seven, that he had his first powerful experience of sculpture, during a visit to the 12th-century rock-cut Buddhas at Polonnaruwa.

"I remember looking at them and being aware that they were made of the same stuff as the rock, but I couldn’t really work out what kind of agency would transform the cliff to the Buddhas; I didn’t understand how you could do that.”

At school, he was drawn to the art club, where he “realised that there was a home for the way that I messed around with materials”. Later he never wanted to do anything at art school except study sculpture. "I’m not a very good painter, and I’m not a good designer either — that’s not how my brain works. But there is something about the transformation of material that does work in my mind.”

Deacon won the Turner Prize as long ago as 1987, and represented Wales at the Venice Biennale of 2007. But he is not such a public figure as, say, the eloquent and publicity-friendly Kapoor and Gormley. This became clear when I went to visit him at his studio on a south London industrial estate, which he occupies alone. When Deacon has had a team working beside him here, he says, “I find myself a little displaced in my own studio.” As a result, he prefers to go to specialist fabricators — he likes the word “subcontractors” — where he supervises and also labours, hands-on, making the pieces. The wooden sculptures are made in one workshop, the metal ones in another, the ceramic pieces in Germany.

It is characteristic of sculptors, historically, to have strong
preferences about the materials they work with. Michelangelo had a love affair with marble. Deacon has complicated feelings about “stuff” — materials — pros and cons, which he lists. He likes wood, plaster, plastic, clay and shiny metals. “I have worked in resin but I don’t really like stickiness as a quality. It’s like eating breakfast and getting marmalade on your face. For me, that’s a very unpleasant sensation.

“I don’t like heavy things, I find them a bit disgusting, they seem to be in your way.” Whereas some modern sculpture — by the American Richard Serra for example — is all about weight, Deacon’s works sometimes seem almost weightless. Let’s Not Be Stupid (1991), for example, looks like two loose loops of metal with a wobbly ladder between them: a 3D doodle in the air, which looks as if it might float away.

Some of the most impressive of Deacon’s works are made of bent wood, such as the Tate’s magnificent After (1998), which resembles a huge serpent of timber hoops and staves, undulating over a barrier of aluminium, again almost airborne. His ceramic pieces, on the other hand, often have the lustrous glazes of Chinese porcelain. Or they look like plants, or sea-anemones or…

It’s very hard to approach Deacon’s work without reaching for a metaphor, and he says he is “OK with that”, so long as we don’t imagine that he is making pictures of things.

He is interested, he tells me, in “how things are shaped, the desire to have a slightly chaotic form and to let shapes or configuration emerge from that”. He asks himself the question, “Why?” and a long silence follows — so long that I start another question, but he interrupts my interruption, “I was almost getting there, the silences generally mean I’m getting there.” And after another pause comes the answer, a deep and philosophical one.

He confesses to an anxiety about “the tendency for things to fall apart, for flux to overwhelm us”, then adds: “I don’t really think that shape belongs to things in themselves. We impose shape on them – we feel happy when things fall into shape.”

© Richard Deacon is at Tate Britain, London SW1 (020 7887 8888; tate.org.uk), from February 5

Working alone: Deacon in his studio